With many aromatic compounds in liquid solution, the population of the metastable triplet state T, leads to delayed Sn-+SO fluorescence ( DFn, n 3 1) of the pyrene type, which results from the generation of excited singlet states S, by nonradiative triplettriplet annihilation (TTA) T, +T, +,+$.
Introduction
With many aromatic compounds, electronically excited singlet states S, (n 2 1) are generated by the bimolecular reaction of molecules in the metastable triplet state T,, and a delayed fluorescence from S, (DFn,nal)canbeobserved [1,2]:
T1 +T, MS,, +SO,
S,,-&+hv~~_n.
Process ( 1) is called triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) [ 31 or triplet fusion [4] . The delayed fluorescence due to TTA is called delayed fluorescence of the pyrene type (P type) in order to distinguish it from the delayed fluorescence of the eosin type (E ' To whom correspondence should be addressed. ' Present address: Max-Planck-Institut ftir Chemie, Abteilung Luftchemie, Saarstrasse 23, D-6500 Maim, FRG.
type) due to thermally activated intersystem crossing T, MS, [ 11. Since in this paper only the P type delayed fluorescence is of interest, we omit the specification "P type" in the following. With many compounds the primary excited state populated by TTA is an upper excited singlet state S, ( n > 1) , and a delayed $4 So fluorescence can be observed [2] . However, due to the very fast internal conversion S,,*S,, in general only the delayed S, -+So fluorescence is easy to detect. The delayed Sn+SO fluorescence (n> 1) is typically by a factor 6 10V4 weaker than the delayed S,--& fluorescence of a strongly fluorescent compound [ 2 1. We illustrate this point and the main objective of this paper in fig. 1 by the complete spectrum of the delayed luminescence from pyrene in methylcyclohexane at 193 IL From left to right, the delayed-luminescence spectrum consists of the following components: structureless delayed excimer fluorescence; (c) 23000 cm-',<1527100 cm-': structured delayed S, -So monomer fluorescence; (d) 27100 cm-'S$S28300 cm-': hot bands of delayed S , -+ So fluorescence; (e) 28300 cm-'6P529800 cm-': delayed monomer-like Sz-& fluorescence;
(f) 29800 cm-' ,<B5 32000 cm-': dominant nonequilibrium hot bands of delayed S,+S, fluorescence; (g) 32000 cm-'5v"534000 cm-': an extremely weak delayed luminescence near 2E( T, ).
The assignment of the spectral ranges (d )-( f ) is based on the comparison of the delayed-luminescence spectrum with the absorption spectrum of pyrene in the same spectral ranges. The assignment of the high-energy range (g) of the delayed luminescence near 2E(T,,0) is less straightforward. In this paper we investigate to what extent the high-energy regions of the delayed luminescence from pyrene and other aromatic compounds can be assigned to direct radiative triplet-triplet annihilation. Knox and Swenberg [ 5 ] have shown that apart from the nonradiative TTA ( 1) a direct radiative TTA is conceivable:
T, +T, --So +SO +h~,,~.
Two molecules in T, perform a simultuneuus transition to their electronic ground states and emit their electronic excitation energy as a single photon. The quantitative estimates in ref.
[ 5 ] refer to triplet excitons in anthracene crystals. For the ratio of the rate constants k, of direct radiative TTA (3) and /c,,~ of nonradiative TTA ( 1) in a contact pair of triplets, Knox and Swenberg obtained kJk,,,,x 1 0m5. Jortner and Rice [6, 7] calculated for the same system k+/ k,,x 1 O-'. Mavroyannis [ 8 ] confirmed the qualitative conclusions of refs. [S-7] on the basis of a more general theoretical investigation including also the inverse of radiative TTA (the direct simultaneous creation of two triplet excitons by the absorption of one photon). He made, however, no quantitative predictions for real systems. The term direct radiative TTA was chosen [ 5 1, because sometimes (e.g. in ref. [ 91) the combination of processes ( 1) and ( 2 ) was called "radiative TTA" in contrast to the "nonradiative" triplet channel of TTA (see below). We omit the specification "direct" in the following.
There is no doubt that cooperative two-molecule one-photon processes similar to (3) do occur in nature. The best known examples are the simultaneous excitation of two oxygen molecules by the absorption of one photon [ IO] and its counterpart, the dimol luminescence of metastable singlet oxygen, 202('4)-*202(3~,)flhv,d
[ll]. The observability of this luminescence results mainly from the absence of a fast competing bimolecular annihilation process of singlet oxygen. With aromatic compounds, the conditions for the observation of the analogous radiative TTA (3 ) are much less favourable. Even if because of the energy relation 2E( T, ) < E( S, ) the singlet channel ( 1) of nonradiative TTA is energy forbidden, still the triplet channel of nonradiative TTA, T, +TI~Tj+So (j> 1 ), may be energy allowed and preclude a high yield of radiative TTA.
Pentacene is one of the few aromatic compounds for which the relation 2E(T,) <E (S) holds with certainty. For pentacene Swenberg [ 121 estimated k, x 50 s-', and he concluded from this very low value that radiative TTA in pentacene crystals cannot be observed (for comparison: for anthracene Knox and Swenberg [ 5 ] obtained k,x 5 x 1 O4 s-' ). In agreement with this estimate Schott and Delannoy [ 131 did not find any indication of radiative TTA in a pentacene film; they estimated the contribution of radiative TTA to the total TTA at a fraction of less than 10e6. A promising compound with respect to the detection of radiative TTA was azulene [ 14 1, for which the energy relation 2E(T,) <E (S,) holds. However, instead of the expected radiative TTA one observes delayed monomer-like S2 -+ So fluorescence resulting from thermally activated TTA T,+T,MS~+S,, [ 151.
In the normal case of an aromatic compound represented by pyrene, 2E(T,) considerably exceeds E (S) , and the spectrum of the delayed luminescence due to TTA extends up to 2E(Ti ) [2] . The main objectives of this paper have been ( 1) to propose criteria for the assignment of the extremely weak delayed luminescence near 2E( T, ) to either radiative TTA or delayed fluorescence and (2) to apply these criteria to the delayed luminescence from liquid solutions of pyrene, phenazine, anthracene, 9-methylanthracene, and 1,2_benzanthracene. In this connection we discuss the consequences of nonradiative TTA being a special case of Dexter energy transfer.
Apart from these main objectives, the paper is supplementary to ref.
[ 21. We treat several aspects of the delayed excimer fluorescence from pyrene, and we show that in general the lifetime of an upper excited singlet state S, cannot be calculated from the quantum yield of the delayed S,,-& fluorescence -in contrast to the procedure proposed in ref. [ 
21.
2. Qualitative and quantitative aspects of the spectra of radiative triplet-triplet annihilation and delayed fluorescence
Prediction of the spectrum of radiative triplettriplet annihilation
For simplicity we consider only the interaction of triplet molecules in their vibrational ground state ( T,,o), and for the present we neglect the spectral shift resulting from triplet-triplet interaction. The most obvious feature of radiative TTA should be a delayed emission at 2E(TIso) due to the double 0,O transition 2T,,0+2So,0+ lhv,,(O',O") (the symbol O',O" refers to the final vibrational states of the two molecules). Apart from the double '0,O transition, vi-. , bromc transitions 2Ti ,o+ So,", + So,"" + 1 h &d ( Y' , Y" ) must occur. The objective of this section is to derive an expression for the relative intensity of these vibronic transitions.
For cooperative electronic transitions in a pair of centrosymmetric molecules, Jortner and Rice [6] have derived an approximate selection rule, which is based on the assumption of a dominant dipole-dipole term in the intermolecular Coulomb interaction and of negligible exchange interaction. According to this selection rule, in a cooperative transition, of the two individual transitions performed in the two interacting molecules one is parity-forbidden and the other one parity-allowed. If both individual transitions are spin-allowed and if the parity-allowed transition is strongly dipole-allowed, this selection rule is likely to be a good approximation. Applied to radiative TTA, this selection rule would mean that no double 0,O transition is observable. However, since in radiative TTA both individual transitions are spinforbidden, exchange interaction and higher multipole components in the Coulomb interaction are likely to be the dominant interactions. Therefore, we make the basic assumption that radiative TTA be not subjected to a parity selection rule. By assuming sym-metry selection to be predominantly intramolecular, Eq. (7) means that the spectrum of radiative TTA the relative intensities of vibronic transitions of rashould be similar to the convolution of the phosphodiative TTA can be easily calculated from the phosrescence spectrum with itself. If the phosphorescence phorescence spectrum, if two assumptions (A) are spectrum is known for 9 > zj= and is equal to zero for made, which both imply the validity of the Bom-Op-B' z St,, then Zkd( fi) can be calculated in the spectral penheimer approximation: range (Al ) In radiative TTA, the final vibrational states So,U, and &" of two interacting molecules in T,,c are uncorrelated in the sense that the relative probability p( V' , v" ) of a particular combination of final states is given by s,+i&<P<2&.
Finally, the true spectrum I,,( v') of radiative TTA p(u',u")Cc~',,(O', u')j-k&O", V")V';~(lJ', u"). (4) Here f kc and f ';c are Franck-Condon factors that are independent of each other, and tirarad ( v', 0" ) is given by
where h is Plan&s constant, c is the speed of light, and ED, and E,,, are the ground-state vibrational energies. For the factor fij,, in eq. (4) cf. e.g. ref.
[ 161.
must still differ from Z&( ir) at least in two respects. Firstly, the triplet-triplet interaction must lead to a red shift of Z,, (Y') relative to Z4( v') [ 3,5 1. Secondly, the nonuniformity of triplet-triplet interaction (due to a variation of distance and relative orientation) in radiative TTA must lead to spectral broadening of Zrad ( @) relative to I:,, ( Y') . In order to account for both effects, we make a third assumption:
(A3 ) The best approximation Zrad( v') to the spectrum of radiative TTA is obtained by a red shift of z:ad(J) by Ah, (A2) The vibrations active in radiative TTA and the respective Franck-Condon factors are the same as those in the normal Ti --+S,, phosphorescence spectrum. That means, apart from the effect of the I3 factor in spontaneous radiative transitions [ 16 1, the transition of the individual molecule from T,,c to a final state S0,v has the same relative probability as in the phosphorescence.
and by convolution of Z',,(p) with a normalized Gaussian accounting for additional spectral broadening:
A consequence of assumptions (Al ) and (A2) is that a photon of radiative TTA ( timad ) can be considered as being composed of two phosphorescence photons (i&),
A#, and the Gaussian half-width BG = 2,/?%? o are the only adjustable parameters in the calculation of the spectrum of radiative TTA. Li = ij;,+ij;:. As a first approximation to the spectrum of radiative TTA, a spectrum Z*,,(J) is obtained by summation over all combinations of 9; and Eg that satisfy condition (6 ). For a continuous phosphorescence spectrum the summation is replaced by an integration, This simple model for the prediction of the spectrum of radiative TTA is certainly restricted to large molecules, where intramolecular motion may be considered as independent of intermolecular motion, which is an implication of assumption (A2). It is expedient first to apply the model to several compounds and then to discuss its limitations (cf. section 5.6).
Peculiarities of delayed--fluorescence spectrum between E(S,,J and 2E(T,,,)
where C is a constant factor and Fp (3' ) is related to the phosphorescence spectrum Zp( 5' ) by Fp(~')=(fi')-3Zp(8'). (8) Let {SV} be the set of vibronic states accessible to TTA, either directly or by subsequent relaxation processes. Then the spectrum ZDF( 9) of the delayed flu-orescence due to TTA can be written in the form where C is a constant, Fi,,( fi) is the normalized spectrum of the fluorescence from the state Si,, pi,y is the relative steady-state probability for the population of S,,, and r;,, is the radiative lifetime of S,,, The actual application of eq. ( 12) to the calculation of I,,( v') above E(S,,,-,) is not possible on the following grounds:
( 1) When several excited singlet states Si are energetically accessible by TTA, it is not possible to predict with certainty the probability pi of the primary population of Si by TTA [ 2,3,12, [22, 23] .
(3) In order to calculate from the primary probabilities pi., of vibronic states Sv the steady-state probabilities &,, one would need the relaxation pathways and rate constants of primary and secondary vibronic states, which are not known.
(4) Finally, an estimate of F;,"(P) would be also uncertain, because the delayed fluorescence is in principle always the fluorescence from pairs of interacting molecules. Since during the short lifetime of vibronic states Si," the two interacting molecules cannot move far apart, the interaction can be considerable and has to be taken into account.
In conclusion, practically all data that are required for the calculation of the spectrum of the delayed fluorescence above E( Sl,O) are not available. Nevertheless qualitative statements on the spectrum of the delayed fluorescence in the high-energy region close to 2E(T,,o) can be made. By neglecting part of the intermolecular correlations, we can treat nonradiative TTA as a special case of Dexter energy transfer [ 241. This approximation will be the better the smaller the non-Coulombic interactions between the annihilating molecules are, i.e. the larger the distance between them is. If this approach is chosen, then in principle an inhomogeneously broadened population spectrum of vibronic states St,, can be calculated from the overlap of the T,-& phosphorescence spectrum with the Ti +Si absorption spectrum. Though the latter spectrum is in general not known, nevertheless by this approach important qualitative conclusions on the spectrum of the delayed fluorescence close to 2E(T,,o) can be drawn, which depend on the symmetry of the molecules.
Case A: Molecules with no center of symmetry (I) As long as no contrary selection rule is known, one may assume that by nonradiative TTA in part the same vibronic states S,, are populated as by onephoton So+!& absorption. Let {S,,,} be a set of such states satisfying the relation E(S,,,) x 2E(T,,o) (for simplicity we here omit the red shift Ap-,-r resulting from triplet-triplet interaction):
IT1.o +T~,*Sn,vo +So,o) .
Then in principle at the energy 2E(T,,o) a delayed {S n,vo-SO,O} fluorescence must be observable. That means, with respect to the high-energy bound of the spectrum, delayed fluorescence cannot be distinguished from radiative TTA.
(II ) If nonradiative TTA is a special case of Dexter energy transfer, then the phosphorescence spectrum imposes its structure on the distribution function of the probabilities p,,+ of the primary population of vibronic states S,,+ by TTA. Hence the second set of vibronic states S,,,, results from the TTA IT,,, +Ti,~~Sn,u, +So,wl> 3
where wi stands for the lowest vibration active in phosphorescence. Process ( 14) leads to the second delayed-fluorescence band {S,,, -+!&,} located by I,, below the first one. Note that the set of vibronic transitions {S,,, -+ SO,w, 1 also contributes to the intensity of the second band. Thus at least close to 2E( T,,o) the vibrational structures of the spectra of delayed fluorescence and of radiative TTA would be identical.
As a consequence of (II), the spectrum of the delayed fluorescence may have a structure near 2E( T,,O) even if the normal absorption spectrum has no structure in this spectral range. A pronounced structure in the phosphorescence spectrum is a sufficient condition for a structure in the delayed-fluorescence spectrum, as long as the absence of structure in the absorption spectrum is due to vibrational congestion and inhomogeneous broadening -and not to extremely strong homogeneous broadening.
In conclusion, in case A neither the extension of the spectrum of a delayed luminescence up to 2E( T,,o) nor its structure close to this energy can be used as criteria for the distinction between radiative TTA and delayed fluorescence. The similarity between the spectrum of the observed delayed luminescence and the calculated spectrum of radiative TTA is left as the only criterion for the distinction between both kinds of delayed luminescence. An example for case A is 1,2_benzanthracene (cf. section 5.5).
Case B: Molecules with a center of symmetry ( 1) Let Tl,o and Sri,,, be u states observable in the 0,O transitions of the T, -So phosphorescence and of one-photon S,,-+S, absorption. Then the transition T$$ +Si'JA is parity-forbidden ( ve or V, stands for a combination of vibrations with total g or u symmetry). If we again consider nonradiative TTA as a special case of Dexter energy transfer, then vibronic states S$ observable in the S,$$ -+S$,L absorption spectrum are not expected to be created by nonradiative TTA. On the other hand, vibronic states S$& with total g symmetry are expected to be populated by nonradiative TTA, but the fluorescence S$iU 4 S& is parity-forbidden (in order to make the fluorescence transition allowed, one quantum of a u vibration must remain in the molecule).
(2) Let S$ be a g state, which is not observed in the one-photon absorption spectrum, Then the transition Tf;) --+Shf& is parity-allowed, but the fluorescence S$,-+S& is parity-forbidden; again one quantum of a u vibration must remain in the molecule in order to make the fluorescence transition allowed.
From items ( 1) and (2) follows the conclusion, that the nonradiative annihilation of two T# states cannot lead to an observable delayed fluorescence at the energy 2E(T,,o), ifthe treatment of nonradiative TTA as Dexter energy transfer is justified. Therefore, within this approximation and in the case of centrosymmetric molecules, the observation of a delayed luminescence at about 2E(T,,,,) at low temperatures is a strong argument for the assignment of this delayed luminescence to radiative TTA. Examples for this case are pyrene, phenazine and anthracene (cf. 
Choice of experimental conditions and compounds
The main aim of this investigation has been to measure and interpret the high-energy region of the delayed luminescence due to TTA from suitable compounds in the spectral range close to the energy 2E(T1,0). The interpretation of observed spectra is greatly facilitated, if most of the interacting molecules in T1 are in their vibrational ground states T,., (at least with respect to the vibrations active in nonradiative or radiative TTA and in phosphorescence or fluorescence). For this reason it is desirable to measure the spectrum of the delayed luminescence at the lowest temperature possible. In practice the choice of solvents was limited to compounds with a boiling point still above room temperature. With respect to the alkanes, the Cs alkanes are most suitable, and among them isopentane has the lowest melting point ( 113 K). We chose a mixture of isopentane and cyclopentane (7 : 3) as solvent, because it permitted us to perform experiments still below the melting point of isopentane down to about 105 K.
A ( 1) sufficient solubility ( =: 1 x 1 O-' M) in isopentane/cyclopentane at 110 K, (2) sufficient quantum yield ( 20.2) of intersystern crossing S, *T, at low temperatures; (3 ) high molar absorption coefficient at one of the available excitation wavelengths; (4) high photostability at the chosen excitation wavelength.
Pyrene was chosen for this investigation for two reasons: Its spectrum of the delayed luminescence due to TTA extends up to 2E(T,,o) [ 21, and it is an example for a compound with a g state accessible by TTA [ 181. Phenazine was chosen as an example of a strongly phosphorescent compound. If there is a connection between the rate constants of unimolecular radiative triplet decay (phosphorescence) and radiative TTA, one might expect an unusual result for phenazine.
Anthracene was chosen mainly because of the predictions of the relative efficiency of radiative TTA [ 5-7 1. Except for that, anthracene has been of interest, because only S, is likely to be populated by nonradiative TTA; hence there are no complications in the interpretation of the delayed fluorescence resulting from strong intermediate S,-S,_ , coupling (see sections 2.2 and 5.7). 9-methylanthracene was included in this investigation in order to study the effect of a small perturbation of the symmetry of anthracene by a substituent.
1,2-benzanthracene has been of interest in two respects: Firstly, 2E( T,,o) coincides with the 0,O transition of a moderately strong absorption band and is only = 1000 cm-' below the 0,O transition of a strong absorption band [ 2 1. Secondly, 1 ,Zbenzanthracene has a low symmetry (C,).
Experimental
The basic experimental technique has been described in ref.
[ 21. Here we mention only those points which are important in the present kind of investigation.
Purity of substances. Impurities (Q) of an aromatic compound (A) can be classified according to the energies E( IQ*) and E( 'A*) of the lowest excited singlet states and E( 3Q*) and E( 'A*) of the lowest excited triplet states of Q and A [ 21. Here we draw the attention to case (d) of this classification (cf.
ref.
[21): E( 'Q*) >E( 'A*) and E( 3Q*) >E( 'A*). In a fluid and moderately concentrated solution of A ( [A] 2 10m4 M), excitation of Q does not cause trouble in the measurement of the delayed luminescence from A because of the fast and practically irreversible triplet energy transfer fromQtoA.Ifthesolutionisdilute([A]~10-5M) and moderately viscous ( 10 CP 5 viscosity 6 100 cP), then the triplet energy transfer from Q to A is no longer fast, and in particular hetero-TTA of 'A* and 3Q* may give rise to disturbing delayed luminescence in the spectral region close to 2E(3A*) (for systematic investigations or applications of hetero-TTA cf. refs. [ 14, 29, 30] ). Whether an impurity of type (d) is disturbing or not, depends on the excitation wavelength. An example is the excitation of anthracene with carbazole as an impurity. The 0,O transition to S1 of carbazole is at 337 nm; hence for excitation of anthracene with all three UV lines of an argon ion laser (364, 351 and 333 nm), carbazole would be a sent& Two home-made double monochromators disturbing impurity of type (d).
with holographic gratings were used. All aromatic compounds were purified by column chromatography, sublimation and zone refining, and in part by other procedures (pyrene [2 1, phenazine [ 3 11 , anthracene (carbazole-free) and 9-methylanthracene [ 301, 1,2-benzanthracene [ 2 ] ). Isopentane and cyclopentane were rectified over a column ( 1 m) and chromatographed with basic aluminium oxide immediately before use.
Samples. Special fluorescence flow cells with a closed circuit [ 2, 32 ] were used. In these cells a continuous circulation of a solution is maintained by asymmetric cooling (here with cold nitrogen gas). The cross section of a fluorescence flow cell is 3 mm x 10 mm. The path length of the excitation light in the solution is 10 mm, and the average path length of luminescence light in the solution is 1.5 mm; this length is important for estimating luminescence reabsorption. Samples were prepared as described in ref. [33] .
Photomultipliers. Three types of cooled photomultipliers were used: EMI 6256 (blue-sensitive, = 2 dark counts/s at -20 "C), EM1 9659 QA (S20 photocathode with extended red-sensitivity, sensitive cathode area reduced to 12 mm diameter with defocusing magnet, ~2 dark counts/s at -30"(J), and Hamamatsu R36 1-O 1 ( S 1 photocathode, infrared-sensitive, ~20 dark counts/s at -100°C). The intensity of the weakest delayed luminescence bands was x 10 counts/s. The photon-counting technique was applied, and measured count rates were corrected for dark counts and for pulse overlap at high count rates. A delayed-luminescence spectrum like that of pyrene in fig. 1 is composed of three or more spectra measured with different excitation powers.
Excitation. Samples were excited either with all three groups of lines in the near UV (364, 35 1 and 333 nm) of an argon ion laser (Spectra Physics, model 17 l-19 ) or only with one of them. Typically the total UV power was x 1 W, and the power of the chopped laser beam incident on the sample was of the order of 100 mW for single-line excitation and of the order of 300 mW for excitation with all UV lines. The laser beam diameter in the sample was z 1 mm. For the measurement of strong delayed S, -So fluorescences, lower excitation powers were used.
Spectral sensitivity correction. The comparison of a calculated spectrum of radiative TTA with an observed spectrum of delayed luminescence is only meaningful, if the experimental spectra of phosphorescence and delayed luminescence are sensitivity corrected. The spectra of phenazine and the phosphorescence spectrum of pyrene refer to the spectralsensitivity calibration described in ref.
[ 34 1; all other spectra refer to a spectral-sensitivity calibration similar to that described in ref.
[ 21.
Results and discussion

Delayed luminescence from pyrene
Mirror optics. Because of the large spectral ranges of the delayed luminescences, achromatic optics were essential for the detection of delayed luminescence. In the spectral range of interest, aluminium-coated mirrors without protective layer are best suited for this purpose. For a practical realization cf. ref. [ 2 11 .
Chopper. For the discrimination between prompt and delayed luminescences a mechanical chopper was used with equal intervals for excitation and detection of a delayed luminescence (maximal chopping frequency 10 kHz; for details cf. ref. [ 251) .
Monochromator. When the delayed luminescence near 2E(T, ) is by a factor of 10e7 weaker than the delayed fluorescence from S, (as in the case of pyrene), the use of a good double monochromator is esWe measured the spectrum of the delayed luminescence from a 1 .O x 1 Od5 M solution of pyrene in isopentane/cyclopentane (7 : 3) at 110 K. The total spectrum of the delayed luminescence is shown in fig.  2 . The phosphorescence spectrum of pyrene in fig. 3 was obtained by the measurement of two spectra of the delayed luminescence, (I) with low and (II) with high excitation intensity, by normalization of both spectra to equal intensity of the delayed fluorescence, and by subtraction of the normalized spectrum (II) from the normalized spectrum (I) . The delayed-luminescence spectra in figs. 1 and 2 differ in several respects. We use the same classification of spectral ranges as in section 1. The most distinctive feature of the spectrum in fig. 2 is the spectral structure of the high-energy energy region (g). We first compare the high-energy region (g) in fig. 2 with the calculated spectrum of radiative TTA and then treat some aspects of the delayed fluorescence in other spectral ranges.
High-energy region of the delayed luminescence from pyrene
In fig. 4 the regions (f) and (g) of the delayedluminescence spectrum ZDL(S) are compared with two calculated spectra I,$ (Y') and Zi.'d (I) of radiative TTA. The spectra were calculated from the phosphorescence spectrum in fig. 3 with eq. ( 11) and with a red shift AP TT = 110 cm -' and the Gaussian widths B&"=0cm-'andB$j,2'=166cm-'. Inthespectral range (g) between 32000 and 34000 cm-' (2E(T,,0)),Z,,(P) andZgJ(J) havethesamestructure, and differences between these spectra do not exceed + 30%.
In the case of dominant radiative TTA in range (g ) , a much better agreement between Z,,,,(C) and Zraa (9) cannot be expected, even if eq. ( 11) yielded the exact spectrum of radiative TTA. Firstly, there must be some contribution of delayed fluorescence to the total delayed luminescence in range (g). Secondly, uncertainties in the calibration of the spectral sensitivity may cause systematic errors in relative intensities of Z,, (Y') and Zrad (v') of the order of 5 10% (note that the delayed-luminescence spectrum in fig.  2 and the phosphorescence spectrum in fig. 3 were measured with different spectrometers). Finally, reabsorption of delayed luminescence by pyrene in So leads to a systematic error in relative intensities of the order of 5 5%. Since ground-state depletion was essential, reabsorption of delayed luminescence by molecules in T, has also to be considered; however, in range (g) the molar absorption coefficient of pyrene in T, is smaller than that of pyrene in So [ 35 1.
Apart from the satisfactory agreement between the observed spectrum Z,,,_(B) and the calculated spectrum I_,,( Y') in range (g), the observation of a delayed luminescence at x2E(Tl,0) itself is an additional argument for the assignment of range (g) to dominant radiative TTA. Since pyrene (point symmetry group D2,,) has a centre of symmetry, according to the symmetry considerations in case B of section 2.2 no delayed fluorescence should be observable at x2E(T,,o).
The red shift Afirr=l10 cm-' is of the order of magnitude expected by Knox and Swenberg [ 5 1. Therefore, within the frame of the considerations of section 2, all experimental facts are consistent with dominant radiative TTA in the spectral range (g).
Finally, the ratio k,/k,,, of the rate constants k, of radiative TTA and k,.,,, of nonradiative TTA is of interest. We consider only the singlet channel of TTA and assume that direct internal conversion of upper excited singlet states into the electronic ground state 
We assume that the delayed luminescence at 33500 cm -' (figs. 2 and 4 ) can be completely assigned to radiative TTA. For this wavenumber we postulate Zor_ ( fi) = ZJzJ (v') Then with Z&d x 0 7 (estimated) and@FI%@FEaO:7 (tabie7.3inref.
[j6]),eqs. (15) and (16) yield kJk,,,x 5x 10m7.
S,-+S,, and hot-band S,+S, delayed fluorescence from pyrene
The spectrum of the delayed fluorescence at 110 K ( fig. 2 ) differs from that at 193 K ( fig. 1 ) in several respects. The lower temperature manifests itself most clearly in the lower relative intensity of the hot band Sl,v-+So,O at 27300 cm-', which corresponds to the lowest totally symmetric vibration of pyrene in S, ( gU = 400 cm -' [ 22 ] ). The lower intensity of this hot band at 110 K (relative to the 0,O transition) is roughly in accord with a delayed fluorescence from thermally equilibribrated molecules in S,.
As a consequence of the lower relative intensity of equilibrium hot-band delayed S, --So fluorescence, a larger fraction of the S2-+S0 band of the delayed fluorescence can be seen. Apart from the origin band at 29500 cm-', the first strong vibronic contour band of the delayed S2+S0 fluorescence at 28200 cm-' is observed. In this respect a lower temperature ( 110 K) has roughly the same effect as selective quenching of the delayed S, +S,, fluorescence at 193 K [ 37 1.
The origin band itself has at 110 K some structure (shoulder at 29 100 cm-'), which is not yet discernible in the spectrum at 193 K. The loss of structure in the spectrum of delayed S2-rS0 fluorescence relative to the SO+Sp absorption spectrum has two causes: ( 1) Sequence broadening resulting from the fact that the delayed S+SO fluorescence is emitted by vibrationally unrelaxed molecules, and (2 ) additional broadening resulting from interaction between the excited molecule and the ground-state molecule in the S2...S0 pair emerging from TTA [ 2 1. An increase of the average distance Z?, at which TTA takes place, leads to a weaker broadening resulting from interaction in the molecular pairs. In section 5.1.3 it is shown that indeed a is in isopentane/cyclopentane at 110 K higher than in methylcyclohexane at 193 K. An analogous argument applies to the structure in the spectral range (g).
Delayed excimerjluorescence from pyrene
The intensity ratio Zo&Zpri of delayed excimer fluorescence and delayed Sr monomer fluorescence from pyrene is in isopentane/cyclopentane at 110 K ( fig. 2 ) lower by a factor of x0.5 than in methylcyclohexane at 193 K ( fig. 1 ). The viscosity of isopentane/cyclopentane at 110 K ( x 100 cP) is x 10 times higher than that of methylcyclohexane at 193 K ( x 10 cP). At low temperatures, where excimer dissociation is negligible and the lifetime'of S, and the quantum yield of prompt S, +SO fluorescence of isolated molecules (in contrast to the molecular pairs in TTA) are nearly temperature independent, a decrease of IDFE/lDFI with decreasing temperature can have two causes: ( 1) The excimer is formed with decreasing probability. (2) The quantum yield of the excimer fluorescence decreases. Since there is no indication of the effectiveness of the second cause [ 361, one may safely assume that only the first cause is responsible for the observed decrease of ZpFn/ZuFr.
In general, the probability of excimer formation after TTA must decrease with decreasing ratio T/q of temperature Tand viscosity q on two grounds: Firstly, the average distance Z? at which TTA takes place depends on the distance dependence k,,,(R) of the firstorder rate constant k,, of nonradiative TTA in an T,...T1 encounter pair and on the rate at which translational and rotational diffusion takes place [ 28 1. A decrease of T/q will increase Z? and thus also increase the probability of dissociation of the S,...!$ pair formed by TTA (dissociation as a competitive process to excimer formation). Secondly, a decrease of T/q means a slower translational and rotational diffusion and thus a reduced probability of transformation of an S,...& pair into an excimer. We estimate that the orientation relaxation time of pyrene in isopentane/cyclopentane at 110 K is of the order of 10 ns [ 2 1,25 1, that means, much shorter than the lifetime of S' ( x 500 ns in isolated molecules [ 361) . Therefore we conclude that the observed decrease of I'&&' in isopentane/cyclopentane must result nearly exclusively from an increase of R.
The spectra of the delayed excimer fluorescence in figs. 1 and 2 are not identical. The excimer band in fig. 2 is narrower and slightly red-shifted relative to the excimer band in fig. 1 . The difference is mainly a temperature effect and not a solvent effect. To illustrate this point, we show in fig. 5 the temperature dependence of the spectrum of the excimer fluorescence from pyrene in isopentane #I. We have not been able to reproduce the definite onset of the excimer fluorescence reported in ref. [2] . The absence of a definite onset of the excimer band is, however, no proof of the excimer fluorescence being a transition from a bound excited dimer to an unbound groundstate dimer #I.
#' The spectra in fig. 5 were measured by Dr. M.F. Rodriguez Prieto in our laboratory with the aim to test a simple excimer model. We intend to treat this model in another paper. 
Delayed luminescence from phenazine
In fig. 6 we show the spectrum of the delayed luminescence from a liquid solution of phenazine in isopentane/cyclopentane (7 : 3) at 110 K. Phenazine is a strongly phosphorescent and weakly fluorescent compound. Hence the phosphorescence from phenazine in fluid solution is easy to observe (the relative intensity of the phosphorescence increases with decreasing triplet concentration). The phosphorescence spectrum is shown separately and in a larger spectral range in fig. 7 . From left to right, the delayed-luminescence spectrum in fig. 6 consists of the following components: (g) 29000 cm-'6J631400 cm-': an extremely weak delayed luminescence near 2E( Tl,o).
Since the observation of delayed fluorescence from phenazine is new, we first justify the assignment of the spectral ranges (c)-(f) and then compare the high-energy region (g) with the calculated spectrum of radiative TTA.
Delayedjluorescence from phenazine
In the absorption spectrum of phenazine in the visible and the near UV, three transitions [ 38 ] can be distinguished:
( 1) A very weak So-S, (tin*, B,,) transition polarized in the z axis (perpendicular to the plane of the molecule) and with origin at z 23000 cm-' (22243 cm-').
(2) A weak S0+S2 (L,, B,,) transition polarized in the x axis (short axis of the molecule) and with origin at x26000 cm-' (25404 cm-').
(3) A moderately strong S,-+S,(L,, B,,) transition polarized in the y axis (long axis of the molecule) and with origin at x27500 cm-' (27502 cm-'). The numbers in parentheses give the origins found 23000 cm-' in the absorption spectrum of phenazine by Narva and McClure [ 38 ] with phenazine in a biin 3-methylpentane is not the true origin but the first phenyl host crystal. For the very weak S, transition a strong vibronic contour band x 400 cm-' above the difference in the origin wavenumbers of x 750 cm-' true origin. seems to be unusually large. Possibly the band at
The delayed luminescence in the spectral range (c )
can be interpreted as delayed monomer-like S, -+ So fluorescence. The spectrum is very similar to the nearly structureless spectrum of the prompt fluorescence from phenazine in hexane at room temperature with a maximum at 20500 cm-' and with a quantumyield~,,=(3.0~0.7)x10-5 [39] . For the following discussion a reliable value of the lifetime fI of S, of phenazine is important. Hirata 
-+ S, + S, excitation of phenazine; from the decreasing intensity of the upper-state fluorescence with increasing delay of the second excitation light pulse they obtained r, = 62 * 5 ps. For two reasons we consider the second value of T, as the more reliable one. Firstly, the transient-absorption spectrum measured 50 ps after excitation [ 40 ] shows significant deviations from published triplet-triplet absorption spectra of phenazine [ 42 ] (for a recent compilation of triplet-triplet absorption spectra of phenazine cf. ref. [ 43 ] ), and Hirata and Tanaka do not discuss to what extent the observed transient absorption may be due to S, -S,, absorption. Secondly, the greater value of r, yields a longer radiative lifetime rFi = r, /@Fi x 2ps, which is in better agreement with the radiative lifetime estimated from the very weak SO+S, absorption band.
From rI z 60 ps we draw four conclusions: Firstly, since lifetimes of upper excited singlet states S, are typically much shorter than 60 ps, internal conversion S,*S, is likely to be the dominant nonradiative decay process of S, (and not intersystem crossing S,eT, or internal conversion S,,~S,-,). Secondly, we assume that the SitiT intersystem crossing is the only fast decay process of S, and that its rate constant is nearly independent of temperature (as in other cases of molecules with an S1 (nlr*) state). This assumption is in accord with the reported independence of &, on temperature [ 391. Thirdly, under the given experimental conditions, orientational relaxation of molecules S, is slow relative to the decay of S,. Therefore, excimer formation following TTA can be neglected #', in accord with the observed similarity of the spectra of prompt and delayed fluorescence. Fourthly, since internal conversion S,,*S, leads to vibrationally excited molecules in S,, and since vibrational relaxation times of large molecules in condensed phase are typically in the range between 10 and 100 ps [ 44-481, a rather high relative intensity of nonequilibrium hot-band delayed fluorescence from S, is expected and indeed observed -see spectral range (d). In conclusion, we believe that the intensity of the delayed fluorescence from S, can be used as reference intensity for an estimate of the relative probability of radiative TTA in section 5.2.2.
The delayed luminescence in the spectral range (e ) is assigned to delayed fluorescence from S2 and S,:
The two maxima at 27300 and 26700 cm-' are mirror symmetric to the origin at 27500 cm-' and the first vibronic contour band at 28100 cm-' of the Ss absorption band, and the weak maximum at 25900 cm-' is only slightly red-shifted relative to the origin of the S2 absorption band at 25000 cm-' and symmetric to the second S, vibronic contour band at 28850 cm-'.
The total intensity of the delayed Ss+SO fluorescence is roughly by a factor of lo-* weaker than that of the delayed Si -*So fluorescence; the corresponding fluorescence quantum yield is hF3 z 3 x 1 O-'. This very low value may have several causes. Firstly, as in the case of S2 of pyrene, the vibronic states resulting from strong intermediate S,-S2-S, vibronic coupling are only weakly fluorescent (cf. section 5.7). Secondly, internal conversion of these vibronic states into pure S, vibronic states may be very fast. Thirdly, according to an INDO/SDCI calculation [ 491 of electronically excited singlet and triplet states of phenazine, the state &(mt*, B2s) should be accessible by TTA. Hence dominant primary population of S, by TTA and effective direct internal conversion S,*S, may be also responsible for a low relative quantum yield of delayed fluorescence from S2 and SJ. Finally we note that upper-state delayed fluorescence with a quantum yield of the order of 3 x 1 O-' is not unique. 
High-energy region of the delayed luminescencefrom phenazine
In fig. 8 the high-energy region (g) of the delayedluminescence spectrum ZDL( P) is compared with two calculated spectra Z!iJ (v') and Z$J (P) of radiative TTA. The spectra were calculated from the phosphorescence spectrum in fig. 7 with eq. ( 11) and with a red shift Ai& = 130 cm -* and the Gaussian widths Bg' =O cm-' and Bg) = 150 cm-'. In the spectral range between 29000 and 31320 cm-' (2E(T,,,,)), ZDL( fi) and Zj$) (v") have the same structure, and differences between these spectra do not exceed k 15Oh. Therefore, on the same grounds as in the case of pyrene (cf. section 5.1.1), the dominant component of the delayed luminescence in this spectral range can be assigned to radiative TTA. Note that, as pyrene, phenazine is also a centrosymmetric molecule. Hence the observation of a delayed luminescence at = 2E( T,,o) is'an additional argument in favour of this assignment.
With the assumption that radiative TTA is the dominant delayed luminescence in the spectral range (g), the relative probability k,/k,, of radiative TTA can be estimated. We assign the delayed luminescence at 30600 cm-' completely to radiative TTA. With#r,~3x10-5,Z,,FE=0,andp,,x0.7,eqs.
(15) and (16) yield kJk,,x3X lo-*.
Originally we had expected that there might be a correlation between the rate constant k, of radiative TTA and the rate constant kP of unimolecular radiative triplet decay ( =phosphorescence). In this respect the very low value of k,/k,, was disappointing. However, the observed low value of k,/k,,,, does not rule out a correlation between k, and kP. We again regard nonradiative TTA as a special case of Dexter energy transfer and expect an unusually high value of k,,, since the two spin-forbidden transitions T,-+So and T, -+S, in the singlet channel of nonradiative TTA are in phenazine much stronger than in a typical aromatic hydrocarbon like pyrene. This point is further discussed in section 5.6.2.
Delayed luminescence from anthracene
We measured the delayed-luminescence spectrum and the absorption spectrum of anthracene in isopentane/cyclopentane at xl10 K (see fig. 9 ). The spectrum of the delayed luminescence consists of four distinct spectral ranges: (a) 17400 cm-'53521500 cm-': dominant delayed excimer fluorescence; (b) 21500 cm-'sY'S26500 cm-i: delayed monomer-like S, + So fluorescence; (c) 26500 cm-'sv'S29500 cm-': hot bands of delayed monomer-like S, 4 S0 fluorescence; (d) Sz 29700 cm-': an extremely weak delayedluminescence band at roughly the wavenumber correspondingto2E(T,,o) (29760cm-'). The assignment of the spectral ranges (a) and (b) is obvious and needs no further comment. The assignment of the spectral range (c) follows from the comparison of the structure of the delayed-luminescence spectrum with that of the absorption spectrum: To each shoulder or maximum in delayed luminescence there is a counterpart in absorption. This is shown more clearly in table 1. We discuss the different bands in turn.
The relative intensity of band no. 1 is roughly in accord with an equilibrium population of the vibromc state S,,,, (F", ~400 cm-' ) relative to Sl,O.
Band no. 2 takes an intermediate position. Band no.
3 and all following bands are stronger than expected for an equilibrium population of S,,,i.
If one assumes that the bands no. 4 to no. 8 represent delayed fluorescence from the vibronic states generated by TTA, then one can show that the order of magnitude of the relative intensity of these bands is reasonable. In the following we derive an expression for the relative intensity of vibronic contour bands of non-equilibrium hot-band delayed fluorescence from S, .
Let S,,iJ be a vibronic state, where i andj stand for single vibrations or combinations of vibrations. Let the set {S,,iJ-+SO,Oj} of overlapping vibronic transitions be observed in the spectrum of the delayed fluorescence in the form of the single vibronic contour band no. i. The intensity of these vibronic transitions is approximately given by
where C is a constant, pij is the probability for the creation of Sl,ij by TTA, and rii is the lifetime of the vibration i. (Note that the lifetime rU can be longer than the lifetime of S , ,iJ, since the intramolecular redistribution of vibrational energy S,,ij~S,,iJI with J* #j represents a decay Of Si,ij but does not necessarily affect the intensity of the band no. i of the delayed fluorescence. ) The radiative-decay rate constant k+-O is assumed to be independent ofj. In order to apply eq. ( 17), we have to make further simplifying assumptions:
( 1) We replace C,pijT, by PiTi, where pi is the total probability for the generation of vibronic states Sl,rj containing one or more quanta of the vibration no. i and 7i is the average lifetime of the vibration i.
(2) We assume that k p" is proportional to the maximum of the molar absorption coefftcient eo_i of the inhomogeneously broadened vibronic transition S O,O-'s*,i:
(3 ) One has to account for the possibility that several different vibronic transitions So,o+Sl,u (k= 1, 2 3 *a*> ni) are hidden under the vibronic contour band no. i: Table 1 Assignment of vibronic contour bands in the spectrum of the hot-band delayed luminescence from anthracene to vibronic contour bands in the absorption spectrum of anthracene -see fig. 9 where pi is now the sum of the plr, ri is the average lifetime of the vibrations ik, and 60-i is the molar extinction coefficient in the maximum of the ith vibronic contour band.
The relative intensity Rb of the ith vibronic contour band of the delayed fluorescence can now be written in the form Rb x (PilPo)(r,/ro) (eo-ileo+o)n;' .
(21)
We now apply eq. (2 1) to band no. 4 (cf. table 1). For an estimate ofp, we assume that in the nonradiative TTA T,,o+T,,o~S,,,+So,w the excess energy
reappears as vibrational energy with equal probability in S,,, and So,,,. From these data we obtain 2 ps5 ~~5 10 ps for the average lifetime of the vibronic states St,vl observed in the absorption spectrum at x 1400 cm-' above the origin. For an estimate of 7. we assume that the radiative lifetime 'SF1 of S, does not appreciably depend on solvent and temperature. Then with ?Fi z 17 ns (anthracene in cyclohexane at room temperature, table 4.3 in ref.
[ 36]) and the flUOreSCenCe quantum yield or1 ~0.70 (extrapolated value for anthracene in heptane at 110 R [ 531 ) , follows ro=rr& z 12 ns. From the absorption spectrum in fig. 9 follows Q_J~~_~x 1. For an estimate of n4 we refer to the absorption spectrum of isolated anthracene molecules in a supersonic jet [ 54,551; from this spectrum follows that there are n4=4 vibronic transitions of similar strength between 1380 and 15 14 cm-' above S 1.0.
With the preceding estimated parameter values, eq. (21 ) yields 6x 10m65R$ 6 1.5~ low4 -in satisfactory agreement with the experimental value 2.2 x 1 Om5 in table 1. In a similar way the relative intensity of band no. 8 can be understood. For example, the following set of parameters would yield the experimental values Ri x 1.8x 10-':J&=0.05, 78= 1 ps, to_s/eo_s=0.5, and n,=2O. (Note that, because of the great uncertainty of the value of p8, r8 and n& the uncertainty of an estimate of Ri is at least of the order of 10 'I. ) In conclusion, as far as vibrational structure and the order of magnitude of vibronic intensities are concerned, the whole spectral range (c) can be assigned to delayed fluorescence from anthracene.
The only band left for the assignment to radiative TTA is the band no. 9 at roughly the energy 2E(T,,o). The main argument for this assignment is that according to the symmetry considerations of section 2.2 no delayed fluorescence should be observable at 2E( T, ,o). Conversely, if radiative TTA is the dominant contribution to band no. 9, it cannot be the dominant contribution to band no. 8, in accord with the assignment of band no. 8 to delayed fluorescence. This follows from the structure of the phosphorescence spectrum of anthracene. Though only the uncorrected phosphorescence spectrum is known [ 561, it is clear that the first strong vibronic contour band is at x 1400 cm-' below ,~z?(T,,~). According to eq. ( 11) that means, the spectrum of radiative TTA cannot have a strong band x 500 cm-' below 2E(Tl,o), at the wavenumber of band no. 8.
The relative probability k,/k,,, of radiative TTA cannot be estimated in the same way as before, since the calculated spectrum of radiative TTA is not known. However, if we assume an intensity distribution similar to that of the spectrum of radiative TTA of phenazine, we obtain k,/k,,,x lo-', in rough agreement with the order-or-magnitude estimates in refs. [ 5-7 1.
Finally we have to justify the neglect of the S,( Lb) state. If the estimates of the position of SZ.o are correct (x28000 cm-' [57]), in principle Sz can be populated by TTA. However, since !&, has u symmetry, on the basis of the symmetry considerations in section 2.2 no preferential primary population of SZ can be expected.
Delayed luminescence from Pmethylanthracene
We measured the delayed-luminescence spectrum and the absorption spectrum of 9-methylanthracene in isopentane/cyclopentane (see fig. 10 ). The quantum yield of intersystem crossing Sr*T, of 9-methylanthracene strongly decreases with decreasing temperature [58, 59] , and the same is true for the intensity of the delayed fluorescence at constant excitation power under the conditions of dominant triplet decay due to TTA. We were not able to measure the spectrum of the delayed luminescence up to 2E( T,,-, ) at 110 K; for this reason we have measured the delayed-luminescence spectrum at 145 K. The absorption spectrum was measured at 110 K. Since the S, absorption band of 9-methylanthracene slightly shifts to lower energy with decreasing temperature, the energy differences between corresponding vibronic bands in absorption and in hot-band delayed fluorescence are a little too small.
The two spectra (a) and (b) in fig. 10 are very similar to the corresponding spectra of anthracene in fig. 9 . In particular the inhomogeneously broadened absorption spectra have practically the same structure, and the same classification and assignment of vibronic contour bands in the spectral range of hotband delayed fluorescence can be applied. Differences in the hot bands 1 to 3 are mainly due to a higher relative intensity of equilibrium hot-band delayed fluorescence in the case of 9-methylanthracene, the absorption spectrum of 1,2-BA in isopentane/cyclopentane at 110 and 193 K (see fig. 11 ). We use the same phenomenological numbering of excited states as in refs. [ 2,60 J . The following spectral ranges can be distinguished in the spectrum of the delayed luminescence at 110 K:
9-methylanthracene has no center of symmetry. Hence in principle the symmet~ arguments of section 2.2 can no longer be applied. Nevertheless the relative intensities of the bands no. 8 and no. 9 (cf. table 2) are very similar to those of anthracene. If we assume that the symmet~ considemtions of section 2.2 are basically correct, then the similarity of the spectra in figs. 9 and 10 can mean, that the methyl group in 9-methylanthracene represents only a small pe~urbation of the Dzr, symmetry of anthracene, and that the symmetry arguments are still applicable. (e) 27000 cm-'5v"529500 cm-': dominant delayed monomer-like S2-+S0 fluorescence;
(f) 29500 cm-'sv"S33500 cm-': dominant delayed monomer-like S3--& fluorescence;
(g) 33500 cm-'5v",<34400 cm-': an extremely weak and temperature-dependent delayed luminescence extending =: 700 cm-' above ~J!?(T,,~).
In the following discussion of the delayed luminescence we treat first the spectral ranges (b) to (f ) and then the range (g).
Delayed ~uminescencefrom 1,2-benzanthracene
5.5, I. De~a~ed~~ore~~ence from 1~2-ben~ant~race~e 1,2-benzanthracene ( 1,2-BA) has been the first compound with which a delayed fluorescence from upper excited singlet states has been observed [ 2,601. We measured the delayed-lumin~cen~ spectrum and
The decrease of the relative intensity ZDFE/ZDFI of the delayed excimer fluorescence with decreasing temperature in range (b) is qualitatively the same as in the case of pyrene (cf. section 51.3). The stronger reduction of ZDFE/ZDFI in the case of 1,2-BA is prob- Table 2 Assignment of vibronic contour bands in the spectrum of the hot-band delayed lumin~~nce from 9-methylanthm~ne to vibronic contour bands in the absorption spectrum of P-rne~yl~~m~ne -see fq. In the spectral range (f), the only significant difference between the two spectra is a slightly smaller width of the vibronic contour bands at the lower temperature. In the following the quantum yield bF3 of delayed S3-& fluorescence will be of interest. We define the quantum yield qjbFn of the delayed fluores- 
One may ask whether the delayed luminescence in the spectral range (f ) can be interpreted as radiative TTA. Though the corrected phosphorescence spectrum of 1,2-BA is not available to us, also from uncorrected phosphorescence spectra [ 26,601, it is obvious that the calculated spectrum of radiative TTA would look completely different from the observed spectrum of the delayed luminescence in range ( f ). An additional argument for the interpretation of range (f ) as delayed fluorescence comes from a quantum mechanical calculation of the spectrum of the Ss-+SO fluorescence from 1, 2-BA by Gustav and Seydenschwanz [ 62 1, who calculated a vibrational structure and intensity distribution similar to the observed spectrum in range (f ). 1,2-benzanthracene above 2E(T,,,l The extension of the spectrum of the delayed luminescence from a solution of 1,2-BA beyond 2E( T , ,. ) has been puzzling. Different assignments of range (g) are conceivable: with ii,, -l-9, k 1000 cn-' in (25a).
Delayed luminescence from
(25a) 
(III) Other inte~~tations of range (g). Independently of the interpretation (I) or (II), an interpretation in terms of annihilation of vibrationally excited triplets should not be considered as implausible on the following grounds. Firstly, according to the considerations in section 2, hot bands in the phosphorescence should automatically lead to radiative TTA extending beyond 2E(T,,o) (cf. eq. ( 7 ) ) and to a population of vibronic states S,,, above 2E(T,,o) by nonradiative TTA (cf. section 2.2). Secondly, as expected for a thermally activated process, the relative intensity Z,-Jg)/JDF3 of range {g) increases with increasing temperature. Thirdly, as already mentioned in the introduction, with azulene a "thermally activated" delayed !&-So fluorescence can be observed [ The fact that makes the assignment of range (g) to delayed S,-S, fluorescence doubtful are the quantitative aspects ofIDL(g)fJDF3. Let knri be the rate constant for the primary generation of Si by nonradiative TTA in an encounter complex of two molecules in T,. We tentatively assume kna as temperature independent and knr4 = k,%Y expf -M/k, T), where AE=E(S4,0)-2E(T,,o)zhc~1000 cm-'. The observed value of I&g) /&3
would imply k,$ 3 k,& if nonradiative TTA is treated as a special case of Dexter energy transfer as in section 2.2, k$yJ > knr3 would mean that the transition T, -S4 is much stronger than the transition T+S3. The temperature dependence of Znr( g ) /IoF is, however, signi~cantly weaker than would correspond to the value of A,!?. Therefore, as far as the delayed luminescence in range (g) can be interpreted as delayed fluorescence, most of this delayed fluorescence is likely to be nonequilibrium hot-band delayed fluorescence from S3 due to nonradiative TTA (25b).
(II) Interpretation ofrange (g) as radiatiue TTA from aromatic compounds
The dominant terms of the theoretical expression for the rate constant k, of radiative TTA [ 5 ] are proportional to the oscillator strengths fO, of allowed transitions S-,-S,, and inversely proportional to IA&l*= IE(S,)-2E(T,)l* (if a damping term is neglected) : (27) With respect to eq. (27), 1,2-BA is a promising compound for radiative TTA: The transition So-& is very strong and AEd is small. A quantitative estimate of the temperature dependence of the relative intensity I,.J& of radiative TTA is difficult on several grounds. In the case of the radiative annihilation (26) of vibrationally excited triplets, the spectrum of radiative TTA is given by where C is a constant, P",,~~ is the relative probability for a vibrationally excited triplet pair T,.,, ...Tl,Ul, k,( v,, y ) is the rate constant for radiative TTA of this pair, and I&( ti, U, , u2) is the corresponding spectrum of radiative TTA.
For the vibrational excitation of molecules in the triplet state one may assume thermal equilibrium:
For k=k(vl, VZ), eq. (27) has to be modified as follows:
&( P, vl, v2) can be calculated in principle in the same way as zrad (v') in eq. ( 11)) if the spectra of the phosphorescence from T,,,, and TI,V2 are known. The integrand of the integral in eq. (7) is to be replaced by FP,", (fi' )FP,v,( v'-5 ). The comparison of eqs. (28) and (29) shows that the decrease of pU,,V2 with increasing vibrational energy is partly compensated by a simultaneous increase of k( v,, v2). Hence the hot delayed luminescence due to radiative TTA may exhibit a decrease with increasing wavenumber that is slower than the typical decrease of an equilibrium hot fluorescence at the same temperature. In this respect, the observed intensity distribution in range (g) would be an argument in favour of radiative TTA.
(III) Other interpretations ofrange (g) One may ask whether the origin of the phosphorescence from 1,2-BA is a false origin. A false origin would mean that the true triplet energy is higher than assumed. There are examples of compounds with a false origin of the phosphorescence (e.g. biphenylene [ 251). However, we found in the literature no hint to a false origin of the phosphorescence from 1,2-BA, and because of the low symmetry of 1,2-BA a false origin is not likely. An impurity ( ' ) of type (d) (cf. section 4) with E(T;)>E (T,) andE(S',)>E(S,) couldcontribute to the delayed luminescence in range (g) as delayed fluorescence or radiative TTA due to homo-TTA of 2T ; or hetero-TTA of T ; and T,. We have seen no convincing way to interpret the delayed luminescence in range (g ) as an impurity effect
( 1) We first consider the possibility that the delayed luminescence in range (g) is due to nonradiative or radiative hetero-TTA. If we assume an equilibrium for the relative population of the triplet states T', and T,, then for the corresponding concentrations we have the ratio c;/cT =&/co xexp( -AE/k,T), where cb and co are ground-state concentrations and AE=E(T',)-E(T,).
Since c&/co -=E 1, the reaction (25) with E,, +E,, = AE is much more likely than the hetero-annihilation of T ', and T, (p ",," 2 ~po,o. ). The same is true for radiative TTA ( 26 ) .
(2 ) A higher relative concentration of T ; than the equilibrium concentration can be reached by direct excitation of an impurity. However, since this is possible only if Po,o ( So + S', ) is smaller than or equal to the excitation wavenumber GeX, x 27500 cm -I, the delayed luminescence in range (g) could be at most a very weak delayed fluorescence from an upper excited singlet state. Moreover, due to the diffusioncontrolled triplet energy transfer T; + S, -So +T, , the relative intensity of range (g) would depend on the viscosity -in contrast to the experimental result (at 193 K, the relative intensity of range (g) is with 1,2-BA in isopentane/cyclopentane ( fig. 11 ) the same as with 1,2-Ba in methylcyclohexane [ 2 ] ).
Radiative and nonradiative TTA -general discussion
On the basis of the five investigated compounds and of the proposed procedure for the calculation of the spectrum of radiative TTA, the following combination of properties is favourable for the observation of radiative TTA and its distinction from delayed fluorescence:
( 1) The molecules have a center of symmetry.
(2) The lowest triplet state has u symmetry. (3) In the neighborhood of 2E(T,,,) the molar extinction coefficient is only moderately large ( < lo4 M -' cm-' ) and decreases with increasing wavenumber.
(4) 2E(T,,o) is in a range of strong intermediate vibronic coupling of excited singlet states.
(5) The lifetimes of vibronic singlet states in the neighborhood of 2E( T,,o) are very short.
(6) A singlet g state is accessible by nonradiative TTA.
Of the five investigated compounds, pyrene and phenazine represent this combination of properties. Another compound with the same combination of properties and a spectrum of the delayed luminescence extending up to 2E( TIPo) is naphthalene [ 691. The interpretation of the high-energy part of an observed delayed luminescence as radiative TTA has been based on a positive argument, the similarity of the observed spectrum with a calculated spectrum, and on the negative argument that the delayed luminescence at 2E( Ti,,,) cannot be delayed fluorescence. We discuss the validity of both arguments in turn.
5.6.1. On the predictability of the spectrum of radiative TTA
The derivation of formula ( 11) for the spectrum of radiative TTA may seem plausible but is of course not a derivation in a theoretical sense. In the case of the bimolecular radiative annihilation of metastable singlet oxygen, eq. Unfortunately, due to a background of oxygen-induced transitions to higher triplet states, a reliable determination of the spectrum of this cooperative transition is not possible. In special cases eq. (7) could be justified by the quantum mechanical calculation of the spectra of phosphorescence and radiative TTA and by a good agreement of the theoretical spectrum of radiative TTA with the spectrum of radiative TTA calculated with eq. (7) from the theoretical phosphorescence spectrum. As a first example, naphthalene would be the compound of most interest. In this connection we mention that, due to the high solubility of naphthalene it would be possible to measure the complete spectrum of the delayed luminescence from naphthalene down to 77 K by using fluid mixtures of propane, isobutane and butane as solvent. At 77 K the assumption that all triplet molecules are in T,,* would be justified to a high degree.
Our model implies the assumption that the relative intensity of a vibronic phosphorescence band is not changed by triplet-triplet interaction. The justitication of this assumption can be discussed from an empirical point of view. Spin-forbidden transitions are known to be strongly enhanced by heavy atoms [ 781 or by oxygen [ 79 ] (for a systematic treatment of these effects and a review of the literature cf. ref. [ 80 ] ). Though the probability of a spin-forbidden transition can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude by these effects, the spectrum of the transition remains essentially unchanged. Hence one may expect that the effect of triplet-triplet interaction on the spectrum of a transition in a single molecule is also small. In principle, the effect of triplet-triplet interaction on the phosphorescence spectrum is observable, since at high triplet concentrations there must be an enhancement of phosphorescence due to triplettriplet interaction. In practice, the detection of this enhancement would be very difficult due to the complications arising from TTA.
On the interpretation of nonradiative TT.A as a case of Dexter energy transfer
If nonradiative TTA is interpreted as a case of Dexter energy transfer, one meets the following difficulty: The electronic transition in the energy-accepting molecule is spin-forbidden in the singlet channel (T,-+S,) and spin-allowed in the triplet channel (T,-+T,). Hence one.might expect for the corresponding probabilities ps and pr of both channels the relation ps+zp-,-_ Experimental values of ps are, however, often close to the spin-statistical value l/4 [ 1,81-851 (the lowest quintet state can be assumed to be not accessible by TTA [ 4, 86 ] ). In the following we show that pss l/4 is no argument against the interpretation of nonradiative TTA as a case of Dexter energy transfer.
An independence of ps on the specific properties of the electronic states of a compound can be rationalized by a two-step mechanism of nonradiative TTA. The first and rate-determining step is the diffusioncontrolled formation of a triplet pair '(T,...Tr ) with definite total spin, characterized by the multiplicity i= 1,3,5. The second step is the i-specific TTA, characterized by the first-order rate constant ik,, ( 'Ic,,~ is identical with the rate constant k,, in previous sections). By neglecting reencouter effects, the secondorder rate constant 'krrA of the i-channel of TTA can be written in the form 
where 'p= i/9, k,, is the second-order rate constant of diffusion-controlled formation of triplet encounter complexes, and kdiss is the rate constant of encounter complex dissociation. According to eq. (30) is based on the two assumptions that at all intermolecular distances ( 1) the formation of a triplet pair with definite total spin is much faster than TTA and (2) relaxation of the total spin in an encounter complex can be neglected; both assumptions can be wrong. Explanation (I) [ 81, 831) . An unusually large value of 3k.,,r can be expected for phenanthrene, because its phosphorescence spectrum overlaps with a strong band of the triplet-triplet absorption spectrum [ 43 1. Spin-lattice relaxation in the triplet state of phenanthrene is unusually fast even at very low temperatures [ 871, and the rate constant of the total triplet decay due to TTA is only weakly magnetic-field dependent [ 88 1.
In conclusion, there are indications of the importance of the overlap integral of the phosphorescence spectrum with the T, +S, or T,-+T, absorption spectrum in nonradiative TTA. Again, as in the case of radiative TTA, one may ask to what extent triplettriplet interaction may change the phosphorescence spectrum and the T,+S, absorption spectrum. The point of interest here is whether in the case of centrosymmetric molecules the parity selection rule still applies in the presence of triplet-triplet interaction. An argument in favour therefor is the oxygen-induced So-+T, absorption band of biphenylene [ 891: The parity forbiddance of the 0,O transition [ 251 is not relaxed by the interaction with oxygen. Thus, inasmuch as the optical transition T1 +S,, is important in the singlet channel of nonradiative TTA, the assignment of a low-temperature delayed luminescence at 2E(T,,o) to radiative TTA is reasonable in the case of centrosymmetric molecules. (I) TTA leads with the probability p,,= 1 to S,, either directly or by internal conversion S,-S, from a higher excited state S, (II) Fluorescence Sn-+SO and internal conversion S,*S, are the only decay processes of S,. That is, due to the low value of &+,, the relaxation of S, leads to S , with the probability p, z 1 (Vavilov's rule ) .
(III) The radiative lifetime of S, can be calculated from the inhomogeneously broadened So-S,, absorption band.
With these assumptions, the lifetime rh of S, is given by r:, = 7kbFn , (31) where rf, is the radiative lifetime of S, calculated with the Strickler-Berg formula [ 901 or with a similar formula (e.g. with eq. (32,6') in ref. [ 161) . In the case of excimer-forming compounds, @urn iS given byeq. (23) .
In ref. (33) Since in general deviations from Vavilov's rule are the less likely the larger a molecule is, we assume p, NN 1. A lower limit of 0.26 ps #3 for the lifetime of S3 represents already a rather long lifetime. Since on the one hand p3 can be appreciably smaller than unity and on the other hand r3 5 1 ps is likely, N3 is not likely to be greater than unity. N3= 1 corresponds to the statistical limit of S3-S2 vibronic coupling [ 19 I. In the case of 1,2-BA, the low symmetry (C,) of this molecule is an argument in favour of the statistical limit. In a molecule with C, symmetry, in principle all in-plane vibrations can couple in-plane polarized electronic transitions; hence the density of vibronic states S,_ , ,+,) which can couple with !&, may be extremely high at lower energy gaps between S,_ , and S, than in the case of molecules of the same size but with a high symmetry. If S3 of 1,2-BA is an example for the statistical limit, then the lifetime of S3 can be determined indirectly by the measurement of the homogeneous width of the 0,O transition of the So-S3 absorption band (with isolated molecules in a supersonic jet as in ref. [ 9 I] or in condensed phase with the method of transient spectral hole-burning [%931).
Conclusion
( 1) The spectrum of radiative TTA can be calculated from the phosphorescence spectrum on the basis of three simple assumptions. The only two adjustable parameters are a small spectral red-shift and the halfwidth of a Gaussian accounting for additional spectral broadening. 1)3 Inref. (2) If nonradiative TTA is regarded as a special case of Dexter energy transfer, then in the case of centrosymmetric molecules and at sufficiently low temperatures, no delayed fluorescence is expected at 2E( T, ,O). Hence an observed delayed luminescence at 2E(Tl,o) should be practically exclusively radiative TTA.
fluorescence and from the strength of the inhomogeneously broadened &,-S,, absorption band, in general only a lower bound of the lifetime of S, can be calculated.
( 11) The vibronic coupling of S3 of 1 ,Zbenzanthracene with lower excited states is likely to be an example of the statistical limit. (3) In the spectra of the delayed luminescence from liquid solutions of pyrene and phenazine, the highenergy regions close to 2E(T,,o) are very similar to the calculated spectra of radiative TTA.
Note added in proof (4) If for this similarity the high-energy regions of the delayed luminescence are assigned to radiative TTA, the ratio k,/k,, of the rate constants of radiative and nonradiative TTA can be determined. k,/k,,, is extremely small -in accord with theoretical orderof-magnitude estimates [ $7,121: k,/k,+ 5 x 1 O-' for pyrene and k,/k,,,z 3 X lo-' for phenazine.
After the acceptance of this paper for publication we received a belated reviewer's report. For the reader interested in the theoretical aspects of our work we take the reviewer's remarks as focal points for some additional clarifications.
(5) In the spectrum of the delayed luminescence from anthracene, the intensity distribution above E(S,,o) and below 2E(T,,o) can be interpreted as delayed fluorescence from S, vibronic states. The delayed luminescence at 2E(T,,o) is the only band assignable to radiative TTA.
(6) The spectrum of the delayed luminescence from 1,2_benzanthracene extends above 2E( T,,o), due to annihilation of vibrationally excited triplets. In this high-energy region, a clear distinction between delayed fluorescence and radiative TTA is not possible, though the latter seems to be more likely.
( 7 ) If the spectrum of the dimol luminescence from metastable singlet oxygen is calculated in the same way as a spectrum of radiative TTA, an incorrect intensity distribution is obtained. (8) In view of the uncertainty of the true spectrum of radiative TTA, there is still some uncertainty left about the observability of radiative TTA from aromatic compounds. Nevertheless one may safely assume that the values of the relative probability k,/k,, in sections 5.1-5.3 are reliable upper bounds. If the results obtained with pyrene and phenazine are generalized, then k,/k,,,S 5 x lo-' is typical for compounds satisfying the conditions for the detection of radiative TTA.
( 1) One may ask whether the distinction between direct radiative TTA and delayed fluorescence from a singlet state in resonance with the triplet pair is really meaningful. (The problem is similar to that of a distinction between resonance Raman scattering and resonance fluorescence. ) At present our best argument for this distinction is the strong resemblance of the calculated spectrum of radiative TTA to the high-energy range of the spectrum of the delayed luminescence in the cases of pyrene and phenazine. However, on the basis of the few investigated compounds, we cannot rule out the possibility that this resemblance is fortuitous.
(2) In aromatic crystals, charge transfer excitations play an important role for triplet excitons, which have a band structure (Davydov splitting) that cannot be properly computed if the corresponding terms are neglected. In solution, similar interactions may affect both the binding energy of the pair and the transition matrix elements.
( 9 ) The spectrum of the excimer fluorescence from pyrene has no distinct origin band at temperatures >118K.
(3) In principle, in TTA the pertinent symmetry is not that of the single molecule but that of the molecular pair, which is low unless a well defined highsymmetry dimer is formed. Perturbation due to the solvent may further reduce the symmetry. Nevertheless, as fas as the overlap integral of the phosphorescence spectrum with the T, + S, absorption spectrum is of importance in nonradiative TTA (as assumed by us), the application of symmetry selection rules to transitions in the individual molecules may be appropriate. ( IO) From the quantum yield of the delayed S,+S,,
We interpret the origin bands of the delayed luminescence from pyrene, phenazine and anthracene as radiative TTA and assign the red-shift A& of the origin relative to the energy 2E(T,,o) to the triplet-triplet interaction energy. Alternatively one could interpret the origin band as delayed fluorescence and assign AC, to a low-energy mode of the appropriate u symmetry that lifts the parity forbiddeness of the T# -+S!$ transition (cf. case B in section 2.2). Therefore, even if the symmetry argument is in principle accepted, it may be not decisive in making the difference between radiative TTA and delayed fluorescence from a really formed excited singlet state.
